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1. Abstract

This project is an extension of work that has been done in previous years on the sharkPulse website. sharkPulse was created due to the escalating exploitation of shark species and the difficulty of classifying shark sightings. Due to sharks’ low population dynamics, exploitation has only exacerbated the issue and made sharks the most endangered group of marine animals.

sharkPulse retrieves sightings from several sources such as Flickr, Instagram, and user submissions to generate shark population data. The website utilizes WordPress, HTML, and CSS for the front end and R-Shiny, PostgreSQL, and PHP to connect the website to the back end database. The team was tasked with improving the general usability of the site by integrating dynamic data-informed visualizations. The major clients of the project are Assistant Professor Francesco Ferreti from the Virginia Tech Department of Fish and Wildlife Conservation and Graduate Research Assistant Jeremy Jenrette.

The team established regular contact through Slack, scheduled weekly meetings online with both clients, and acquired access to all major code repositories and relevant databases. The team was tasked with creating dynamic and data-informed visualizations, general UI/UX improvements, and stretch goals for improving miscellaneous pages throughout the site. The team developed PHP scripts to model a variety of statistics by dynamically querying the database. These scripts were then sourced directly through the site via the Elementor WordPress module.

All original requirements from the clients have been met as well as some stretch goals established later in the semester. The team created a Leaflet global network map of affiliate links which dynamically sourced the sharkPulse social network groups from an Excel spreadsheet and generated country border markers and links to each country’s social network sites as well as a Taxonomic Accuracy Table for the Shark Detector AI. The team created and distributed a survey form to collect user feedback on the general usability of the site which was compiled and sent to the client for future work.
2. Introduction

2.1 Problem

Sharks are one of the most data deficient animals on the planet and because of this it is incredibly difficult to accurately determine the conservation status of threatened species. Shark populations are decreasing, and nearly a quarter of shark species are threatened with extinction. The exploitation of sharks has escalated, making sharks the most threatened group of marine animals. Furthermore, the identification process for shark species is relatively complicated as there is a rather large pool of species, and several key features must be identified to accurately classify a shark [1].

2.2 Motivation

The sharkPulse [1] web application was created to address the issue with deficient shark population data and contribute to identifying the conservation status of shark species. There are various features within the site meant to improve the number of records on shark sightings, validity of classifications, and knowledge of how to correctly identify sharks.

sharkPulse [1] utilizes data mining on popular social media platforms to aggregate images of shark sightings into a global population data set. Users can also submit their own pictures through the website, to be added to the database. These pictures are automatically classified using computer vision and machine learning techniques. Shark sightings are stored in the Validation Monitor where citizen scientists can log into the website to keep track of their progress, classify the sightings, and validate spatial and temporal data. The Validation Monitor appears as a global map sorted by image with icons that users can click on to validate sightings in that icon’s location. The sharkPulse team implemented gamification in the form of a Validation Leaderboard to help track users’ validation progress and motivate more people to help validate the many records in the database.

Separate from the Validation Monitor, users can explore the Pulse Monitor, which is a global map of all shark sightings in the database. They can also use the Identification Guide, which instructs and informs people on how to classify sharks based on various anatomical
features. On the home page, users can find summaries of the website’s features and total records, and altogether, these features contribute to researching and helping shark species worldwide. As the research continues, the sharkPulse team is committed to continually improving the website’s functionality, visualizations, dynamic features, and more.

2.3 General Approach

The project goals and approach were primarily formed based off the client’s expectations and guidance. The team’s priority was to improve the accuracy and dynamics of the data visualizations displayed on the home page, especially in the sharkPulse Numbers section, as well as analyze how the page could be visually improved. All members have been tasked with familiarizing themselves with the codebase and relevant technologies. Tuan was the team leader and main point of contact with the clients and professor, Mia was the lead on front end design and presentations, and Patrick was the lead on back end design and key phases of the project.

Due to flexible requirements, the general approach across the project was quite agile and involved regular phases of client feedback, brainstorming and proposing ideas, and implementing ideas to receive feedback. The different tasks were tracked using a Trello workspace as shown in Figure 1. Tasks were represented by cards and organized into categories for Canvas deliverables, work in progress, future work, and completed work. Each card could be assigned to a team member who would lead the work on that task, and the date feature was utilized when tasks needed to be completed by specific deadlines.
Figure 1: Trello Workspace for Project Management on May 1, 2024
3. Requirements

Immediate project requirements involved integrating dynamic data visualizations into the site and making website editability faster and more flexible. Figure 2 is a screenshot of the initial sharkPulse [1] home page at the start of this project. It is an example of a static visualization where our client requested the team adjust to dynamically source from the database. To make these improvements, each team member created an account for the sharkPulse [1] website and was granted editing access in WordPress [2] and the Elementor module [3]. Authentication credentials were shared to access the sharkPulse database, and relevant scripts were shared through GitHub repositories. Over the course of the project, the team documented the process and maintained the Trello workspace for task management.

![SHARKPULSE NUMBERS](image)

Figure 2: Example of Initially Static Visualizations on sharkPulse Home Page.

3.1 Initial Setup and Codebase Access

Before beginning work on the scripts and explicitly editing the site, the team had to become accustomed to the codebase, database, and relevant server-side logic. Several repositories were shared with the team that contained code for the various monitoring maps on the site as well as the scripts that were used to create a variety of static visualizations. These files were stored on a remote server the team had to access via remote SSH. Establishing a connection
to this server also required connection to the Virginia Tech eduroam network, so the team needed to set up VPN access using the Ivanti Secure Access Client [4]. The team initially spent a set amount of time getting accustomed to the codebase and establishing access to the server. Upon further discussion with the clients, the team investigated the primary database tables involved with the currently implemented visualization for the site. Figures 3 and 4 display the primarily utilized tables and their columns.

Figure 3: “sharkPulse” Database Table
3.2 Challenges

Most of the team’s initial challenges were due to unfamiliarity with the technology stack involved with the sharkPulse [1] site. The team had no prior experience with R-Shiny [5] or PHP [6] and limited background with R-Shiny [5] and WordPress [2]. Initially, it was challenging to establish contact with both Assistant Professor Ferretti and Jeremy Jenrette. There was also a lag setting up database access for the R-Shiny [5] app in the code repository because the team was initially unaware of the need for a VPN setup. After the first presentation, the team and all clients were able to meet and review the project plans. In this meeting, the project requirements were clarified, and new ones were introduced, so the team members had to become familiar with a new section of the codebase and recreate the timeline milestones to fit the new priorities. Following this major shift, the full team of students and sharkPulse clients scheduled weekly meetings online and established communication through Slack, which made it easier to ask questions and give the clients project updates. In the latter half of the project, scheduling challenges resurfaced and interfered with the online meetings, but the sharkPulse team was still able to communicate remotely through Slack.
There were no major setbacks in terms of development but there were several issues when it came time to integrating the visuals into the site itself. The team ran into difficulty getting the PHP [6] script to cooperate with the Elementor module [3] and inject the data visualization properly. The team struggled with several server-side issues and not having sudo privileges. The server logs for the R-Shiny [5] app were unable to be viewed by the team so debugging it required constant communication with the client. There were also minor formatting issues along the way to adjust according to the clients’ feedback.
4. Implementation

The site directly sources PHP [6] scripts which require a web server to run so the team decided to create intermediary scripts to test functionality locally. The intermediate dynamic visualization scripts utilize Node.js [7] to connect to and query the PostgreSQL [8] database and were written in JavaScript [9]. These scripts output raw HTML [10] using the JavaScript [9] File System library and were evaluated by the team for any necessary changes. The code snippet in Figure 5 displays some of the SQL queries used to generate the data-informed visualizations.

```javascript
async function queryConservation(cons_statuses) {
  const total_sql = "SELECT COUNT(*) FROM taxonomy3";
  const total_res = await client.query(total_sql);
  const total_count = Number(total_res.rows[0].count);

  const cons_percentages = [];
  percentage_sum = 0;
  for(const status of cons_statuses) {
    const conservation_sql = "SELECT SUM(CASE WHEN category LIKE "\"" + status + "\" THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) FROM taxonomy3";
    const conservation_res = await client.query(conservation_sql);
    const conservation_count = Number(conservation_res.rows[0].sum);
    cons_percentages.push(Number((conservation_count/total_count) * 100).toFixed(1));
  }
  return cons_percentages;
}

async function queryRecords() {
  const sql = 'SELECT count(distinct sp_id) FROM sharkpulse;';
  const res = await client.query(sql);
  return Number(res.rows[0].count).toLocaleString();
}

async function querySpecies() {
  const sql = 'SELECT count(distinct species_name) FROM sharkpulse;';
  const res = await client.query(sql);
  return Number(res.rows[0].count).toLocaleString();
}
```

Figure 5: Example Intermediate Script

The output of the visualization scripts was compared with the static visuals already present on the website to ensure a reasonable degree of accuracy. After going through an internal review process within the team, the scripts were translated into PHP [6] and copied into the server-side environment using the terminal. All new or edited scripts would also be pushed to the appropriate GitHub repository with a descriptive commit message to help document the script versions and project progress. To connect the server-side back end to the front end of the website, each Elementor widget [3] on the site containing a visualization uses an iframe that sources its respective visualization script as shown in Figure 6.
The team then injected the visualizations and rearranged the site within an edit draft using the Elementor module [3]. After meeting with the client to discuss and receive feedback for the changes, the team would publish the edits to the public website. The editor allowed for mistakes in the publishing process by tracking a version history and having a feature to revert to a previous version if necessary. Figure 7 is an example of injecting the PHP [6] script into an Elementor HTML [3] code widget.
5. Testing, Evaluation, and Assessment

As the team developed the SQL queries and PHP [6] scripts, local testing and evaluation of accuracy was conducted by comparing the visualization outputs with the current website’s visualizations. The aesthetics of visualizations were deliberated on and evaluated between the team and clients by sharing intermediary screenshots or saving drafts in the Elementor module [3] in WordPress [2] before publishing any new final visualization to the sharkPulse website [1]. For example, when proposing potential changes, the team would present visual comparisons such as the one in Figure 8 for the clients to evaluate and provide feedback on. This approach made it easier for clients to assess the pros and cons of the implementations we proposed.

Figure 8: Top 5 Species Visualization Layout Options Proposed to Clients

The team developed an anonymous survey that the clients can share to collect feedback on the sharkPulse website [1] even after the completion of this semester. The survey is a Microsoft Form since this is the platform that Virginia Tech officially uses and was designed to take less than ten minutes to complete. The survey includes an explanation of sharkPulse’s background. The questions were strategically developed based on best practices for user
experience surveys such as keeping the questionnaire concise and focused, asking open-ended questions, and mixing up question types. The first question shown in Figure 9 is modeled off the System Usability Scale (SUS), which is a standardized 10-item questionnaire presented in a Likert scale format where participants can indicate how strongly they agree with statements, and questions are phrased to alternate between positive and negative statements [11].

![Figure 9: Website Feedback Form Preview](image-url)
The clients reviewed the survey questions, and the team sent the survey out to peers and individuals of various ages and backgrounds. The purpose was to gather initial pilot responses from general users that could be summarized for the clients to gain insight into potential areas of improvement for the website’s design. The results in Figure 10 are users’ feedback on the usability and visual experience, which was primarily positive. Users did not indicate feeling that the website was overly technical or complex, which satisfies the clients’ goals to create content that is accessible to users without technical background in this subject area.

In the additional survey fields, users could add questions, concerns, or suggestions on navigation, visuals, and areas for improvement. These results are summarized in Table 1 and will be used to help the clients continue improving the website.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Navigation**         | • Pulse monitor load time is very slow and seemed like a blank page, so someone needs to know to wait for it to load.  
                          • Navigating through the different pages felt easy.  
                          • Awkward on mobile device. |
| **Visuals**            | • Clashing colors affected readability.  
                          • Liked the pictures, graphs, and figures.  
                          • Inconsistent home page styling with some sections having no margins on the side and having a different colored background from the rest of the webpages. |
| **General Improvement**| • Improve contrast and functionality.  
                          • Reduce the number of words on some of the home page slider for readability purposes.  
                          • Bolder breaks between sections on homepage.  
                          • Add some intro for Submit your Picture page.  
                          • Match menu icon list to navigation bar on top. |
- It seems like the links in the top-right menu are sorted in alphabetical order; Consider sorting them by category, and making the font much smaller so it fits on one screen without scrolling.
- Add margins to parts of the home page and put a small caption below all images so users can easily see what they are about before reading the longer explanation.
- Consider making the big images at the top of the home page shorter in height so that they fit on one screen without having to scroll, as this makes it easier to read them and quickly move to the next image.

Table 1: Summary of Pilot Survey Responses

Additionally, the clients can continue to adjust questions based on the information they wish to collect and share the survey with their networks, around Virginia Tech’s campus, and through other outlets to gather feedback.

All the visualization deliverables and styling updates produced by the team during the duration of this project can be seen on the sharkPulse website’s home page at https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/ [1]. Figures 11 and 12 depict examples of the current home page updates implemented. Most of the team’s work was directed at the general user visiting the website, which is why the bulk of updates were located on the home page.

Figure 11: Dynamic sharkPulse Numbers Section in Home Page

Figure 12: Dynamic Species Conservation Status Bars
Citizen scientists who may wish to submit pictures of shark sightings to the sharkPulse database can go to https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/the-app/ as seen in Figure 13.

They can explore the Pulse Monitor in Figure 14 at https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/pulse-monitor/ and the Validation Monitor to validate sightings in Figure 15 at https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/validation-monitor/.
Any user who is interested in checking the progress of validating the sharkPulse records can explore the Validation Leaderboard in Figure 16 at [https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/leaderboard/](https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/leaderboard/).
Citizen scientists or general users who want to learn more or find instructions for classifying shark species can use the Identification Guide in Figure 17 at https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/identification-guide/.

Figure 17: Identification Guide Page

On the Shark Detector AI page as shown in Figure 18, authenticated scientists can enter login information.

Figure 18: Shark Detector AI Login Page
Finally, for information about the sharkPulse network and research, any user can visit the sharkPulse Team page in Figure 19 at https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/network-2/ or Publications page in Figure 20 at https://sp2.cs.vt.edu/publications-2/ [1].
7. Developer’s Manual

7.1 Dynamic Scripting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DynamicVisuals.js</td>
<td>JavaScript that contains all the intermediate visualizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queryConservation.php</td>
<td>Generates a percentage breakdown of each conservation classification in the database and its respective frequency on a per species basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queryConservationRecords.php</td>
<td>Generates a percentage breakdown of each conservation classification in the database and its respective frequency on a per record basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>topfive.php</td>
<td>Generates a list of the top five species in the database by record and sources a representative image from the file system for each species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>species_coverage.php</td>
<td>Generates a progress bar indicating the percentage of shark species that are represented within the sharkPulse database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>app.R</td>
<td>Contains the UI and server side code for the global affiliate map. Dynamically sources country/social network data and generates country borders by pulling GeoJSON information from the rnatueralibrary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>queryTaxonomyAcc.php</td>
<td>Generates a table of bolded genus entries and italicized species sub-entries. Entries that have a valid F1-score (predictive accuracy model) in the back end file system are displayed along with image counts. Clicking on the bolded genuses creates a drop down of the corresponding species.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Scripts and Descriptions
7.2 Server Environment

The team connected to the sharkPulse server using the Remote SSH VSCode extension with the credentials provided by the clients and Virginia Tech’s SSL VPN, which allows access to Virginia Tech remotely across the globe. The installation process for the VPN can be found for both Windows [12] and Mac [13] on the VT4Help site. Figure 20 breaks down the file system structure of the sharkPulse server environment. The server’s file system was large and complex with directories to supplement different components of the site. Most of the work done by the team was within the /var/www/html/sharkPulse/dynamic directory which is the directory pointed to by the site to host the PHP [6] scripts that are sourced to generate the visualizations. Further work involving the image retrieval for the scripts and the network map was done in the /home/spr and /srv/shiny-server directories, respectively. The images were stored within two sub-directories, namely /home/spr/instaval_images/shark and /home/spr/sp_images/www. The filenames in the database correlate directly to the image filenames in these directories without the file extensions. This resulted in the team creating a script to append the proper file extensions into the database. The /srv/shiny-server directory hosts all of the site’s R-Shiny [5] apps and contains the UI and server side code for the global affiliate map. The break down for the file system structure is indicated in Figure 21 and the list of scripts and their respective functionality is detailed in Table 2.
7.3 Scripting

Every listed PHP [6] script has a correlated intermediate JavaScript [9] script that is stored in DynamicVisuals.js. This condensed script asynchronously queried the database for all the necessary information and generated multiple HTML [10] files that are then stored in an image directory. These files can be opened directly through the team’s file explorer or browser to display the contents. After getting accustomed to PHP [6], the translation from JavaScript [9] was relatively simple and the concepts carried over throughout the scripts. The installation of a local web server was unnecessary since intermediate changes could be tested locally and final edits to the site could be made using the website’s web server by sourcing the final versions of the PHP [6] scripts. The pros and cons of each scripting language meant that the most optimal development approach involved using both. The details of each language are listed in Table 3.
Daniel: 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>JavaScript</th>
<th>PHP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Database</strong></td>
<td>NPM pg library creates client object that connects to database</td>
<td>Built in PDO framework [14]; executes SQL queries directly (automatic database support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HTML</strong></td>
<td>Writes to HTML file using JavaScript File System library</td>
<td>Returns physical HTML object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web Server</strong></td>
<td>Not Required</td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site Compatibility</strong></td>
<td>Requires cron jobs to run scripts and source outputted visuals</td>
<td>Elementor module sources script directly for visuals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Languages Used

7.3 Database Management

The underlying database for the website is a PostgreSQL [8] database with nearly 70 tables. The portion of the site that our team worked directly on utilized mainly two of these tables: sharkPulse and taxonomy3. The former contained information on all user-submitted and data-mined shark sighting records from the site, while the latter contained information on each unique taxonomical shark/ray species as detailed by the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) [15]. The scripts queried all relevant information from one of these two tables, or a SQL join of the two. Due to the size and complexity of the database, the team utilized pgAdmin4 [16], an open-source database management platform (https://www.pgadmin.org/download/pgadmin-4-windows). Figure 22 details the structure of the sharkPulse database that our team primarily worked within.
7.4 Species Coverage Script

The species coverage script queries the number of unique species name within the shark pulse table against the number of total species within the taxonomy3 table to calculate a representative percentage of shark species that are recorded within the site. The HTML [10] template for the visual is a simple animated green progress bar. This style of progress bar is used throughout some of the other scripts as well. Figure 23 is an example query for the Species Coverage visual which calculates the percentage of distinct shark species that the sharkPulse database has coverage of. Figure 24 is the dynamic visualization generated from this script.

```javascript
async function queryCoverage() {
  const sql = "SELECT ROUND(CASE WHEN (SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT species_name) FROM sharkpulse) > (SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT species_name) FROM taxonomy3) THEN (SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT species_name) FROM sharkpulse) * 100 ELSE ((SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT species_name) FROM sharkpulse) / (SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT species_name) FROM taxonomy3)) * 100 END) AS rounded_percentage;"
  const res = await client.query(sql);
  return Number(res.rows[0].rounded_percentage).toLocaleString();
}
```

Figure 23: Species Coverage Query
The conservation status script generates a breakdown of the percentage of each conservation classification value. Each species in the taxonomy3 table has one of six possible classification values associated with it. There are two scripts: one that calculates the percentages on a per-species basis, and one that calculates the percentages on a per-record basis. The per-species script queries the database for the counts of each classification status and divides it by the total number of species to generate a percentage for each value. The per-record script is a bit more complicated as the records in the sharkPulse table have no classification column. In this script, the two tables are joined in such a way that each record in the sharkPulse table is mapped to a record in the taxonomy3 table. This joint table is then queried similarly to calculate the percentage values. The HTML [10] template for these scripts utilizes the progress bars from the species coverage script but tweaks them slightly for formatting purposes. Figure 25 is a code snippet of the script that queries the conservation status percentages and Figure 26 is the generated visualization.
7.6 Top 5 Species Script

The top five species script was the largest and most complex requirement for the project. The query involved retrieving only the top five shark species and accompanying visuals. Each
record in the database contains a filename for the corresponding image for the record. Initially, the query covered all records in the database, but after receiving client feedback, the script was adjusted to ignore ray species records.

There was much difficulty involved in obtaining high quality representative images for these species. The filenames did not contain file extensions and the images were separated into two sub-directories in the server environment (the sub-directory a file was in could not be deduced from the database). Furthermore, the resolutions of the images were vastly different, which necessitated a check for a specific resolution range within the query as well as a hard limit on the image size specified within the HTML [10] template code. In the future, the sharkPulse team can address this issue by creating a separate database table with standardized representative images on a per-species basis that has been discussed with the clients. This task has become a long-term goal for improving the website. Figure 27 is the SQL [8] query that retrieves the top five species by record count and their respective images filenames and Figure 28 is the generated visualization.

```
// Query the top five species data
try {
    $sql = 
    SELECT species_name, img_name
    FROM ( 
        SELECT species_name, img_name, 
            ROW_NUMBER() OVER(PARTITION BY species_name ORDER BY img_name) AS row_num
        FROM sharkpulse
        WHERE img_name != 'no image found!' 
        ) AS subquery 
        WHERE row_num = 26
        AND species_name IN ( 
            SELECT species_name
            FROM ( 
                SELECT species_name, COUNT(*) AS species_count
                FROM sharkpulse
                WHERE img_name != 'no image found!' 
                GROUP BY species_name
                ORDER BY species_count DESC
                LIMIT 5
            ) AS top_species
        ) ORDER BY (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM sharkpulse WHERE species_name = subquery.species_name) DESC;
    $stmt = $pdo->query($sql);
    $speciesData = $stmt->fetchAll(PDO::FETCH_ASSOC);
} catch (PDOException $e) {
    die("Error querying top five species: ", $e->getMessage());
}
```

Figure 27: Top 5 Species Query File
7.7 Global Affiliate Map Script

The Global Affiliate Map is a Leaflet [17] map that sources sharkPulse social network data from an Excel spreadsheet in the back end file system. The spreadsheet contains information on the different countries that are affiliated with the sharkPulse team and their corresponding social network sites. The app dynamically retrieves GeoJSON data using the naturalezaearth [18] library to shade in the country borders and vector applies a popup function across the spatial coordinates for each country. The popups contain hyperlinks to relevant social media sites for each respective country. Figure 29 displays the source code for the Global Affiliate Map and Figure 30 shows the generated visualization.
Figure 29: Global Affiliate Map App

Figure 30: Global Affiliate Map Visual
7.8 Taxonomic Accuracy Table Script

The Taxonomic Accuracy Table script retrieves pre-existing predictive model accuracy data from the back end file system and displays the values in a table on a per genus and species basis. The script queries every record in the training copy table which contains all the submitted records for the Shark Detector AI. The script then iterates through the file system directories that contain text files with breakdowns of the predictive model runs and extracts the F-1 score for all species with an existing classification report. This score is indicative of the machine learning models predictive accuracy for that specific species/genus. These values are then matched up with the species/genus names and record counts and displayed within an HTML [10] table. Figure 31 displays a code snippet for the species accuracy score extraction and Figure 32 is the generated visualization.

```php
function parseSpeciesAccuracies($filePath) {
    $report = file_get_contents($filePath);
    $lines = explode("\n", $report);
    $accuracies = [];
    foreach ($lines as $line) {
        $line = trim($line);
        if (strpos($line, '.') !== false) { // Check if line contains a species name
            $parts = preg_split('/(\d+)/', $line);
            $speciesName = substr($parts[0], strpos($parts[0], '.') + 1); // Extract species name (remove genus)
            $f1Score = floatval($parts[3]); // Parse accuracy value
            $accuracies[$speciesName] = ($f1Score); // Parse accuracy value
        }
    }
    return $accuracies;
}
```

Figure 31: Taxonomic Accuracy Table Accuracy Extraction
### 7.9 Database Connection Script

This script creates a connection to a PostgreSQL [8] database and executes SQL [8] queries to the database. Specifically, it is trying to access the database that contains all the images from the Instagram data scraping. The code then proceeds to copy each image from the source directory to a destination directory. If the source files exist, the image gets copied to the destination directory and ensures that the database connection is closed. Figure 33 is the Database Connection Script.
Figure 33: Database Connection Script

```python
# Set up database connection
try:
    connection = psycopg2.connect(
        database="pelagic",
        user="spr",
        password="spr_pass",
        host="localhost",
        port="5432"
    )
    cursor = connection.cursor()

    # Execute query to get the names of images to be copied
    query = ""
    SELECT img_name FROM instagram
    WHERE date > '2023-12-23'
    AND validated = 't'
    AND shark = 'shark'
    AND repost IS NOT NULL;
    
    cursor.execute(query)
    img_names = [row[0] for row in cursor.fetchall()]

    # Paths for source and destination directories
    source_dir = '/home/spr/inteval_images/shark'
    dest_dir = '/home/spr/sp_images/www'

    # Copy each image from the source to the destination directory
    for img_name in img_names:
        source_path = os.path.join(source_dir, full_img_name)
        dest_path = os.path.join(dest_dir, full_img_name)
        if os.path.exists(source_path): # Check if the source file exists before copying
            shutil.copy(source_path, dest_path)
            print("Copied (full_img_name) to (dest_dir)")
        else:
            print("File (full_img_name) does not exist in (source_dir")

except (Exception, psycopg2.DatabaseError) as error:
    print("Error while accessing database or copying files:", error)
finally:
    if connection is not None:
        cursor.close()
        connection.close()
print("database connection closed.")
```
### 8. Lessons Learned

#### 8.1 Timeline/Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Milestones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 16-29</td>
<td>- Complete Interim Report (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Establish access and familiarity with existing files and GitHub (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Identify strategies to improve the website’s user experience (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Identify where dynamic features and visualizations can be implemented and integrated into the website (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 29-March 15</td>
<td>- Complete Presentation 2 (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Implement and troubleshoot initial proposed improvements to the website’s dynamic visualizations (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15-March 31</td>
<td>- Test and evaluate implemented website changes (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Implement feedback and adjustments based on testing results (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Optimize efficiency of the website changes (Complete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Consider additional ideas for data visualizations or dynamic improvements (Complete)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| March 31-April 12 | - Test and evaluate implemented website changes  
|                  |  (Complete) |
|                  | - Implement feedback and adjustments based on testing  
|                  |  results (Complete) |
|                  | - Develop survey for clients to collect website feedback  
|                  |  (Complete) |
| April 12-April 26 | - Conduct final tests and evaluations and gather pilot survey  
|                  |  responses (Complete) |
|                  | - Implement final feedback and changes from testing and  
|                  |  client (Complete) |
|                  | - Compile project documentation and assessments of the  
|                  |  work completed (Complete) |
| April 26-May 8   | - Finalize and review project documentation including User  
|                  |  and Developer Manuals (Complete) |
|                  | - Complete Final Presentation (Complete) |
|                  | - Complete Final Report (Complete) |
|                  | - Complete VTechWorks submission (Complete) |

Table 4: Timeline of Work Completed

Table 4 lays out the team’s timeline in the first column and milestones with status in the second column. The team broke down the schedule into chunks lasting about 2 weeks that would end on Fridays to match the members’ work schedules and school breaks. The milestones cover the team’s deliverables and the class submissions due.
8.2 Problems

The team has worked together to minimize the problems faced while trying to complete the goals the stakeholders had provided. One of the first problems faced was trying to connect to the website to make changes to it. The sharkPulse website [1] was set up in a way where one had to connect to it through the school’s network to login to make changes. This caused problems as all the group members live off campus, making it inconvenient to work on the project. Another problem the group faced was that at the beginning the client was hard to communicate with because they were traveling at the time. For a while email was the only method of communication, which resulted in slower response times for everyone involved.

8.3 Solutions

Our solution to not being able to connect to the website without the school’s network was utilizing VT’s SSL VPN [4] which allows us to connect to the network remotely. With this, the team could freely make edits to the website from any location, drastically improving our workflow. The team was able to smooth over all communication problems by creating a Slack channel and setting up a Trello board to keep track of progress. The team set up weekly meetings to go over current work and project updates with the client and receive constructive feedback.

8.4 Future Work

In the future, the clients can share and refine the feedback survey and use the responses to guide future website improvements. It may be helpful to design a visually appealing, informative graphic that includes a QR code and physically post this flyer around campus buildings to reach a wider audience. The QR code can also be hyperlinked to the survey, and then the flyer can be saved as a PDF; this would enable the clients to share the flyer online by email for example and give people the option to either scan or click the QR code to access the survey. There are already ideas for improving the aesthetics of the home page such as re-evaluating the background images of sections and adjusting the formatting and styling of content to be more consistent. The website could also be designed to be more compatible with mobile devices. They have also introduced additional problem areas that can be addressed including the website’s editability, gamification, and the content of other pages like the sharkPulse Team and picture submission pages.
The clients are interested in exploring alternatives to the Elementor module [3] to increase the editability and flexibility of the website. In the picture submission page, the clients want to make the process more dynamic and responsive so that the form is more streamlined and load times are faster. It would also be useful to add a cropping feature that can be utilized before the picture is submitted to the database. Other discussions for future work involved general UI changes, performance improvements, and database additions.
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